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“Yu Xuan, where are we going here first?” 

Ji Feng sat in the car without changing his face, causing Xiao Yuxuan to shake her head and smile lightly 

as well, she was of course a hundred times happier to have Ji Feng with her. 

“Let’s go to the company first!” Xiao Yuxuan said, “The people from the Four Star Group are going to 

visit first before they go to the hotel.” 

“Then if the talk is not good, is it that we won’t go to the hotel?” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

“How is that possible!” 

Xiao Yuxuan shook her head with a smile and explained, “This time, it’s not like the people from the Four 

Star Group are here specifically to talk about cooperation, they are even here to make a head start, so 

today there will probably be an intentional meeting first, mainly or both sides will communicate in terms 

of intention, that is, they will get familiar with each other first. As for the real business cooperation, we 

will have to find another time!” 

“Then that means that we must go to the hotel today, right?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Of course, since the representative of the Four Star Group is just paying a polite visit, then for the sake 

of reason, we should all entertain him, right?” Xiao Yuxuan pursed her lips and smiled lightly, “You say, 

for example, that there are guests at home, even if they are not people with particularly good relations 

like Zhang Lei Du Shaofeng, but since they are here, can you not entertain them?” 

“The key …… four star group people are not guests ah!” Ji Feng said. 

He was a bit torn on this issue, having to eat with people from the Four Star Group, he couldn’t help but 

feel a bit mushy. 

Besides, not everyone could be called a guest! 

…… Just those arrogant and cocky Kerry people can also be called guests? 

“Ji Feng, even if you have a problem with the Kerry people, you can’t show it when you meet them, you 

hate it as you hate it, business is business.” Xiao Yuxuan said, “Can’t you see that the relationship 

between our China and the boundary tent is so bad, but it doesn’t affect trade all the same?” 

Ji Feng nodded, how could he not understand, now is the era of global economic integration, any 

country can not develop if it closes its doors, even if it is as powerful as Rice, if it really does not deal 

with other countries, in a short time, they will be so poor that they can even pawn their trousers. 

So now, unless there is really a war between the two countries, it will not affect trade because it is a 

common need between all countries. 

“By the way, you said earlier that the branch manager of that Four Star Group was a handsome man?” Ji 

Feng suddenly asked. 



“What’s wrong?” Xiao Yuxuan pursed her lips and smiled lightly. 

“You shouldn’t be fooled by their superficial illusion, you do know that Kerry people have plastic 

surgery, walking on the street you can pull a random person and they probably have plastic surgery.” Ji 

Feng hummed. 

“Giggle ……” 

Xiao Yuxuan suddenly laughed: “You~~!” 

Ji Feng instantly glared, “Is that funny?” 

Xiao Yuxuan giggled, “It’s not funny for others to say that, but coming from your mouth …… well, it’s 

quite funny!” 

Ji Feng then looked away in anger, hating her teeth, this woman is getting more and more unruly now, 

actually daring to talk about other handsome men in front of herself, must find an opportunity to apply 

the family law, must let her know that she is challenging her own majesty by doing so! 

Seeing that look on Ji Feng’s face, Xiao Yuxuan knew what he was thinking, and she was instantly even 

happier. 

“Ding ……” 

Suddenly, there was a mobile phone ringing in the bag. 

Ji Feng quickly opened the bag and took the phone out, then he found that the call was from Wang Xin. 

He immediately picked up the phone, “Wang Xin, what’s up?” 

“Boss, there are results for what you asked me to check.” Wang Xin’s voice came over the phone as she 

said, “I checked the information of Hao Tai Hotel, the boss of this hotel is called Cheng Hao Tai, male, 

and his age is ……” 

Wang Xin on the other end of the phone seemed to be reading from a script, this should be the 

information she found out, Ji Feng listened carefully, in just two days’ time, Wang Xin had found out 

almost all the information about the Hao Tai Hotel. 

The boss of this hotel was called Cheng Haotai, not from Jiangzhou, this hotel was one of his investment 

projects in Jiangzhou, besides the hotel, this person also had a clubhouse, and a resort, moreover, the 

land was all bought by him, not rented, these assets under his name added up to several hundred 

million, in the service industry, it was also considered to be doing well. 

All this information was easy to find out and not unusual, however, what Wang Xin said next caught Ji 

Feng’s attention. 

“Boss, I also found out that Cheng Haotai’s apparent industries, such as resorts and the like, that are all 

solely owned by him personally, at most there are other people who have some token shares in them, 

but not much.” Wang Xin added: “However, this Hao Tai Hotel, but Cheng Hao Tai with someone to 

open a partnership, with him in partnership is a company, that is an investment company!” 

“Investment company?” Ji Feng asked. 



“Yes, I just think it’s strange, usually investment companies don’t directly participate in industrial 

operations, but this company is in partnership with Cheng Haotai in the Haotai Hotel!” 

Wang Xin said, “So I checked that investment company’s information in detail, and I checked that 

company’s information in passing, and I found out that that company had only made a few investments 

in the past few years, and they were all small amounts, except for the investment in Haotai Hotel, which 

surprisingly exceeded 100 million! And that company’s registered capital is just under two hundred 

million.” 

“Hmm?” Ji Feng also felt that something wasn’t right. 

According to the results of Wang Xin’s investigation, that investment company was injecting the vast 

majority of its energy and capital into the Hao Tai Hotel, and how such a destructive act fell on an 

investment company made people feel a little strange. 

“Then I checked the information of the owner of that investment company, and I found that he returned 

from studying in the boundary tent, and the investment company was established shortly after he 

returned from his studies.” Wang Xin said. 

Ji Feng’s eyebrows furrowed at once, looking at it this way, this investment company was really a bit off 

ah. 

“Apart from that, what else did you find out?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Boss, because time is a bit tight, I only found out this for now. Moreover, I haven’t found out more 

specific information about Cheng Haotai and the owner of that investment company, in addition, his file 

in the network is also not detailed, so ……” 

“That’s great, hard work!” Ji Feng laughed. 

In just two days Wang Xin was able to find out so much, that was already very good indeed, and Ji Feng 

was also clear that the domestic file system was not very complete now, and it was not that easy to find 

out more detailed information about the other party. 

Afterwards, Ji Feng asked for the name of this investment company and that owner’s name, and wrote it 

down, he intended to ask Li Ruo Nan to help him check it out again. 

Wang Xin could check these information, at most, she could only use hacking means to access certain 

databases, but, like those paper files sealed in the archive, she couldn’t check them, which would 

require Li Ruo Nan’s help. 

“Wang Xin, thank you.” Ji Feng said. 

Wang Xin waved her hand repeatedly, “You’re too polite, boss, this is what I should do.” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but laugh dumbly, Wang Xin’s words were ambiguous, this kind of behavior of 

using hacking methods to check other people’s information was wrong in the eyes of many people, this 

couldn’t be considered as something that should be done. 

After ending the call with Wang Xin, Ji Feng couldn’t help but mull it over. 



In fact, what Wang Xin found out was that the investment company’s desperate investment behavior 

was a bit surprising, but strictly speaking, there was really nothing suspicious about the Hao Tai Hotel, at 

least from the current point of view, there were very few breakdowns. 

But since Ji Feng suspected that said this Hao Tai Hotel, then any little difference, Ji Feng will be 

seriously concerned. 

What’s more, the Hao Tai Hotel actually has a bit of a relationship with the boundary tent! 

In Ji Feng’s eyes, but any person or unit that can be related to the boundary tent, even if there is no 

problem, Ji Feng will treat the other party in his heart as an object to be guarded against. 

If there is really a problem, check it out! 

The first thing that happened was that Han Zhong was in the Hao Tai Hotel, but the Hao Tai Hotel was 

obviously hiding it on purpose. 

Since he was suspicious of the Haotai Hotel, he naturally had to be suspicious of the people associated 

with the hotel, such as the investment company …… 

Ji Feng sorted out these situations that Wang Xin said in his mind once again before he sent a message 

to Li Ruonan: “Check the information of this family company for me again, as well as the personal 

information of the owner of this company ……” 

Xiao Yuxuan saw that he was busy and couldn’t help but laugh, “Ji Feng, you’re even busier than I am 

with this dumpster!” 

Sweat! 

Ji Feng laughed bitterly, “I don’t want to be so busy, but I can’t help it, you don’t look for things, but 

things come to you!” 

He couldn’t help but shake his head, isn’t that what happened? Han Zhong didn’t offend anyone, but as 

a result, he was given a strong aphrodisiac that was enough to make an elephant go crazy, and his whole 

body was so weak that he could barely stand up. 

If Ji Feng hadn’t sensed that something was wrong and delayed a few more days, I’m afraid Han Zhong 

would have been even more deeply poisoned, and it wouldn’t have been so easy to detoxify him by 

then, and he might have fallen ill! 

And now, but even who did it is not known it …… not to investigate it can be? 

At the same time, in an office of the criminal police team in Jiangzhou City Bureau, Li Ruonan looked at 

the text message sent by Ji Feng and could not help but bite her silver teeth. 

“Ji Feng this guy, he’s treating me like one of his men! Looking for my help and not even a word of 

thanks, this guy is so hateful!” 

Chapter 1596 



“Just greet them downstairs.” Xiao Yuxuan instructed, “Prepare yourself and arrange for even a clerical 

staff to follow me down to be in charge of hospitality, while the rest of the people still do their own 

jobs.” 

“Yes!” 

Her assistant nodded and went out to make the arrangements. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but skim his mouth and couldn’t help but hum. 

Xiao Yuxuan puffed and laughed: “You, it’s only right for us to greet people when they come over to 

visit, don’t talk nonsense later.” 

Ji Feng nodded noncommittally, even if Xiao Yuxuan didn’t say anything, he naturally wouldn’t speak 

nonsense. Not to mention that this is how business is done, don’t look at Ji Feng seldom ask about the 

group’s affairs, but he is still very clear about what rules to follow. 

It was just that Ji Feng was just not used to seeing the Kerry people. 

“The people from the Four Star Group will be arriving soon, let’s go down first.” Xiao Yuxuan stood up 

and said to Ji Feng. 

“Go! Go and meet these Kree people!” Ji Feng leaned his body forward and stood up after him. 

Little Shadow and White Spider naturally followed them, and several people took the lift to the ground 

floor lobby of the office building and sat on the chairs in the rest area waiting for the Four Star Group 

people to arrive. 

After thinking about it, Ji Feng couldn’t help but ask: “Yu Xuan, this time the Four Star Group came to 

visit, what project did they fancy for the Tengfei Group? Medicine, or 3D TV sets?” 

Although Ji Feng was very uncomfortable with the arrogant and cocky Kerry people, it was undeniable 

that this Four Star Group was indeed very powerful. According to Ji Feng’s understanding of the Four 

Star Group, this mega multinational conglomerate, which had a pivotal position in Kerry, had a market 

value of over 100 billion rice gold. 

If we take the current exchange rate into account, that’s more than 600 billion Chinese Yuan! 

This figure alone is enough to take one’s breath away! 

Whether in Kerry, or in China, or even in the whole world, this Four Star Group is a giant, and its 

influence is even greater than that of some large multinational conglomerates such as the Sumida Group 

and the Hishita Group. 

Ji Feng once heard a story that Kerry’s economy seemed to be prosperous, but in reality, Kerry was 

mainly supported by a few mega multinational conglomerates, and the Four Star Group was one of 

them. 

This shows how powerful the Four Star Group is! 



And among them, Four Star Electronics has also invested quite a lot in China. If we use the official term, 

that is, the Four Star Group’s investment has created tens of thousands of jobs and has played a role in 

driving the economic development of China. 

So, if we put it in another way, this means that there are tens of thousands of Chinese people who are 

working for the Four Star Group. 

The Four Star Group’s main pillar industry is electronic products, but apart from that, it is also involved 

in many other industries such as automobiles, medicine, and even military industry. 

That was why it was not good for Ji Feng to speculate whether this time the giant Four Star Group had 

come to contact the Tengfei Group for the sake of Tengfei Group’s medicine, or whether it had taken a 

fancy to Tengfei Electric’s 3D TV sets. 

No matter which one it is, one has to be cautious to work with the Four Star Group. 

If we just look at it from the surface, it is indeed beneficial for the Tengfei Group to cooperate with such 

a behemoth, and the benefits are not small, and it might be pushed to the international market at once 

from then on. 

However, Ji Feng also saw the huge risks involved. 

With the strength of the Four Star Group, if they wanted to swallow the Tengfei Group, it was really as 

easy as it could be. 

Moreover, although the Kerry people were arrogant and cocky, there was no shortage of shrewd 

people, otherwise, there would not be a mega multinational group like the Four Star Group. 

Although Ji Feng looked at them with displeasure, he also acknowledged their merits. 

That was why Ji Feng asked this question. 

“It should be a 3D TV set!” Xiao Yuxuan said, “I remember that last time at the welcome banquet to 

greet the Kerry Trade delegation, the people from the Four Star Group showed a very keen interest in 

the 3D TV set, besides, the Four Star Group also focuses on electronic products, so it’s only natural for 

them to value the 3D TV set!” 

“If it’s a 3D TV set …… it’s something we can talk about.” Ji Feng said thoughtfully. 

Displeasure with the Kerry people was displeasure, business was business. 

If with the help of Four Star Group’s huge channels, the 3D TV sets could be marketed to the world in 

the shortest possible time, then of course we could talk about it. 

3D TV sets will obviously become a trend in the future, and the hot sales in the market is evident to all, 

so the cooperation between the Tengfei Group and the Four Star Group is a win-win situation. 

Only …… 

The corner of Ji Feng’s mouth pulled up a curve, with Kerry’s arrogance, coupled with the huge size of 

that giant Four Star Group, they will definitely put forward very harsh demands, and even Ji Feng can be 



sure that once they want to cooperate, the Four Star Group will definitely offer to take the initiative and 

take a large part of the benefits. 

Ji Feng felt that if it was just a half-to-half distribution of benefits, the Four Star Group might not even 

agree to it. 

It’s not because it’s unfair, but I’m afraid that for the Four Star Group, that amount of money is not even 

enough for them to stuff their teeth, so why should they be poor and ink with you here? 

If we put aside our feelings towards the Kerry people, objectively speaking, it is obviously beneficial for 

the Tengfei Group to cooperate with the Four Star Group, which is why Ji Feng agreed to accompany 

Xiao Yuxuan to the company to meet the people from the Four Star Group. 

At this time, he would like to meet the people of the Four Star Group instead. 

According to common sense, since the people from this Four Star Group had come all the way to 

Jiangzhou, they wanted to make a cooperation or an investment. 

Now that they are coming to Tengfei Group, it is obvious that they are also interested in some kind of 

products of Tengfei Group, either 3D TV sets or medicine, such as Kang Yuan slimming powder, or 

special effects current. 

No matter what exactly they have their eyes on, it shows that the Four Star Group actually wants to 

cooperate. 

If they didn’t want to cooperate, why would they bother taking the time and effort to come here? 

“Stomp stomp stomp stomp ……” A sound of high heeled footsteps came, and that assistant of Xiao 

Yuxuan’s came over with quick steps: “Mr. Xiao, they are about to arrive, and I have arranged for the 

meeting room, and have specially arranged for three receptionists …… Do you see, any other orders?” 

“This will do, keep an eye on it later, don’t make any mess!” Xiao Yuxuan said, “Right, you contact the 

security department again, ask them to prepare as well, to prevent any accidents!” 

“Yes!” 

The assistant nodded and hurriedly took out the phone to convey Xiao Yuxuan’s instructions and went. 

Ji Feng sat next to him and watched Xiao Yuxuan arranging these things in an orderly manner, he 

couldn’t help but smile slightly, Xiao Yuxuan was becoming more and more like an old boss now. 

When she first came to the company, even though she knew she was the boss, she was still somewhat 

lacking in confidence when she spoke, but now, she was very confident and arranged things with such 

thoughtfulness. 

What’s more, Xiao Yuxuan has now learnt to put things out as far as possible and leave them to the 

people under her, instead of doing everything herself as she did before. 

This is a good sign! 

It was no wonder that looking at Xiao Yuxuan now, she looked a lot more relaxed than before, she had 

truly learnt how to be an old boss. 



About five or six minutes later, the people from the Four Star Group finally arrived, they came in a total 

of three cars, and in the middle one, a young man of about thirty years old most of all, got down. 

Even Ji Feng had to admit that this guy was indeed handsome enough. 

Tall, handsome and wearing a dark suit with a trench coat over it, he really didn’t look much different 

from those Kerry stars on TV. 

Ji Feng subconsciously touched his face and couldn’t help but mutter, “Is this guy a businessman or a 

star, nothing to get so handsome for who to see ……” 

Xiao Yuxuan then cried and laughed and gave him a look, what was going on in this guy’s head! 

“This guy shouldn’t be plastic surgery, right?” Ji Feng muttered another sentence. 

But soon, he stopped talking. 

Only to see that after that handsome guy got out of the car, the others also got out of the car and 

followed him as if the stars were holding the moon, and one of them handed him a big bouquet of 

flowers, and then, this guy walked quickly towards the office building lobby. 

“Manager Li, on behalf of the Tengfei Group, I would like to welcome Your Excellency and his party to 

visit and investigate!” Xiao Yuxuan’s pretty face wore a polite smile that neither looked too stiff and 

distant nor overstepped the mark. 

However, the young man on the opposite side was different, only to see him with a bright smile on his 

face, his two eyes even more divine as he looked at Xiao Yuxuan and said in a gentle and elegant 

manner, “Mr. Xiao, I really didn’t expect that after only seeing you for a few days, you are even more 

beautiful than before.” 

As soon as this guy opened his mouth, he was actually speaking a mouthful of Chinese, not too fluent, 

but he spoke it quite well! 

“Manager Li has over-appreciated you!” Xiao Yuxuan said politely. 

“No, no, no, Mr. Xiao, what I said is true, your beauty, really can’t be described in words, to use a phrase 

of your Chinese people, it should be called, called …… charming and charming, yes, just charming and 

charming!” This young man said in admiration, his eyes almost glowing as he spoke. 

“Mr. Xiao, can I take the liberty of calling you, Yu Xuan?” The young man said, “I know that in your 

China, friends call each other by their first names directly, I wonder if I have this honour to be your 

friend, Yu Xuan!” 

Shit! 

Ji Feng was not happy next to him, this guy was too good at getting ahead of himself, right? 

Just now he was asking if he could call Yu Xuan by her name, and now he was directly addressing Yu 

Xuan …… Ji Feng’s face was expressionless, and his heart’s opinion of this guy was instantly lowered a 

lot. 

“Our Huaxia rules, the polite address should be auntie!” Ji Feng said. 



“Manager Li, still please call me Mr. Xiao, or Xiao Yuxuan is fine, in our Huaxia, only our closest friends or 

family members will be addressed that way!” Xiao Yuxuan politely declined. The corners of her mouth 

twitched a few times before she forced herself not to laugh out loud. 

She gave Ji Feng a untraceable white glance, this guy was too bad …… 

“Then I’ll call you Xiao Yuxuan!” That young man seemed to not hear the distance in Xiao Yuxuan’s tone, 

he smiled very joyfully, “Right, in that case, then you can also call me by my name directly, my name is 

Lee Jae Min, you can just call me Jae Min directly ……” 

 


